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Professional
Sports
Flooring taken
to a new level
Ole Slott, R&D director and part-owner of KTL Sports Flooring, explains about the
company’s unique, prefinished, permanent and portable sports floors.
What’s so unique about KTL
Sports Flooring?
KTL Sports Flooring is a Danish
innovation produced by KTL and consists
of solid 2-strip parquet boards for
permanent installations and portable
floors. These are prefinished with a very
durable long-lasting finish, sealed on all
edges, available in several wood species,
and acclimatised to suit local climatic
conditions for customers in more than
50 countries around the world. A unique
printing technique for logos has also
been launched recently.
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What kind of obvious advantages does
KTL Sports Flooring give you?
The solid 7/8”/22mm parquet ensures
maximum life span, realistically 40-50
years, as you can sand it several times.

The prefinished 2-strip product has
an anti-scratch surface coating that
ensures maximum surface abrasion
and wear resistance, being around three
times higher than a traditional on-site
applied coating system.

www.psam.uk.com
With the prefinished surface together
with the ‘acclimatised to site condition’
boards, you get the fastest, easiest
to install and cleanest working
environment possible.
Why is that?
With a traditional “sand and seal
installation” of a strip floor in e.g.
North American Maple, you bring in
the staves and lay them lose as a
puzzle on the plywood substrate to
acclimatise to site conditions. After
some days or even weeks, the staves
can be installed by nailing each individual
stave to the wooden based subfloor.
Then the floor is sanded several times,
typically four times to achieve the
smoothness required.
The result totally depends on the skills
of the guys sanding! Afterwards the
finish system is applied. First two coats
are applied, followed by painting of
game lines, before another two coats
are applied. For a 10,000sf / 1,000m�
job, the overall timeframe is often up to
5-8 weeks from start to finish.

With the KTL prefinished flooring
already pre-dried to meet local climatic
conditions, the boards are taken out
of the wrapping and installed straight
away, often without any gaps (for
further expansion allowance) as the
floor is already acclimatised to local
climatic conditions. The installation of
a 10,000sf / 1,000m� floating system,
laid over an even concrete takes around
one week, excluding the line marking.
The game lines are applied directly on
top of the factory finish and the floor
is ready for use. Only in special cases
you would apply an extra transparent
topcoat. At normal wear and tear
the KTL finish would not need any
renovation for the next 5-10 years, due
to the high wear resistance of the finish.
You can choose between several wood
species, e.g. traditional species like
maple, beech, ash and oak, however
Hevea being a plantation wood species,
is by far the most stable of them all
with a hardness close to ash and beech
wood. The wood is available in two
grades, where the premium grade is
rather uniform in colour. Over time after

showcase
basketball
flooring
being exposed to UV light for some
time, the colour of the wood will
gradually go lighter towards the looks
of a clear Maple AB grade without any
brown heart.
The assembling of the floorboards
with glued finger joints, combined
with sealed edges and backside
finishing, ensures not only maximum
stability of the wood but also
optimum resistance against water and
cleaning products.
Consequently, you can dissolve the
floor surface with aggressive cleaning
products for several minutes before
washing and collecting the water
using a man-driven washing machine.
KTL portable sports floors are
unique in the market as they combine
acclimatised solid wood panels in
a so-called lightweight easy to lay
design, where teams of two people
install each panel.
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Yet, despite the light design, the KTL
portable floor systems features heavy
duty loading capacities, suitable for
professional basketball games within
NBA and FIBA.
KTL portable systems in the PRO series
are available in individual court designs
and colours, including logos and game
lines and all prefabricated with the
prefinished seven coats system above
to protect all colours / designs.
Transport carts for fast installation and
safe / protective storage are available.

Southland Center
Fitness
Flooring, Inc.
of Indianapolis,
Indiana, in
conjunction with
Patriot Design of
Lockport, Illinois,
completed in
2018 the largest
hardwood
portable floor in
the Northern U.S., an installation of a
40,000sf / 4,000m2 of KTL Portable
Sports floor at Southland Center in
Lynwood, Illinois.
The floor is 7/8” / 22mm solid beech
hardwood over a plywood substrate
that allows the floor, even one of this
size, to be taken apart or reassembled
within just a few days.
The flooring has been striped for six
full-sized basketball courts and 10
full-sized volleyball courts, with an
additional 10,000sf / 1,000m� of space
for fan seating.
Southland Center is owned by the
Ho-Chunk Nation and managed by
the Indoor Sports Manager Group. It
provides space for sports leagues,
camps and tournaments for 10 sports,
from baseball and volleyball to indoor
soccer and basketball.
The 100,000sf / 10,000m� facility has
been named a top ten multi-use facility
by the Sports Planning Guide and one of
the top seven basketball venues in the
country by Connect Sports.

Company background
KTL was originally set up in 1966 as a sawmilling business and then ventured into
timber mouldings in 1979 and started manufacturing lam parquet, initially for the
local market and later for export to Europe. In the mid-eighties, they expanded
their operations to include finger-jointing and lamination of wood, creating a wide
range of flooring products.
Today, KTL is among the market leaders within innovative sports floor solutions,
including a wide range of easy-to-lay portable floor systems. Besides that, KTL
offers several subfloor systems for other types of floor coverings.
The company is well known for its high-quality products and its ability to offer
customised solutions that match local climatic conditions all over the world.
www.ktlfloor.com
deflection, without compromising
on the ball bounce nor the stability
under foot.
The floor also features KTL’s latest
innovation with team logos and ads,
printed directly on the raw wood,
followed by a factory finish 7-layers
anti-scratch finishing system for
full protection.
The floor was supplied via one of
KTL’s US dealers, RD Weiss initiated by
Charles Doherty.
The easy to handle system enabled
eight people to install the 7,850sf /
785m� large portable floor in less than
three hours, thanks to the limited weight
and the carts.

WiZink Center, Madrid
The largest sports hall in Spain got its
KTL Portable PRO Summit floor back
in 2017.
After two seasons and more than
140 assemblies and disassembly, the
KTL Pro Summit court supplied at the
WiZink Center, the third most important
venue in the world and first in Europe
in number of events according to the
international Pollstar magazine, only
surpassed by Madison Square Garden in
New York and the Los Angeles Forum,
keeps performing to the highest level.
It is assembled in three hours, offering
all its benefits as if it were the first
day and guaranteeing excellent levels
of play.

Pratt Institute
In the autumn of 2019, KTL installed a
Portable PRO Summit at Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn, NYC, home ground for
the Cannoneers.
The floor supplied is Hevea, a very
stable plantation wood species with a
maple-like colour. The floor upgrades
the old polyurethane floor significantly
with high shock absorbency and
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New partnership
At the FSB exhibition in Cologne,
Germany, November 5-8th 2019, KTL
group presented its new partnership
with EPI group from the Netherlands, a
large producer of Polyurethane floors,
including sports floors for both indoor
and outdoor use. Together we combine
“The Best of both Worlds” into unique
sports floor solutions for any event.
A joint Scandinavian Showroom will
be open in Copenhagen, Denmark, in
January 2020.
In North America, Centaur Sport
Contracting, Canada’s Largest Sport
Contractor which have just been
awarded the “2019 Burnaby Business of
the Year” by Burnaby Board of Trade is
proudly taken on board as KTL partner
recently, to service Canadian clients.
The wide range of sports floors includes
combi-elastic sports floor systems
with advanced subfloor constructions,
all with focus on sports functional
characteristics, loading capacities and
the efficiency of the installation itself.
KTL Portable PRO Summit presented
at FIBA PLAZA at the FSB Exhibition
in Germany, including a new printing
technique of logos directly onto the raw
wood. See photo below.
All KTL sports floor systems are tested
and approved according to EN 14904
and certified to FIBA level 1. n

